
INDEPENDENCE DAY –LITERARY CLUB

ORGANISING FACE PAINTING COMPETITION

PARTICIPANTS:-

1. SHIVANGI SINGH RANA TD5

2. SRPIHA MFM 2

3. NIKHAR RATADIYA AD5

4. RUPAL BISHT AD3

5. LAKSHITA TAKHTANI TD 5

WINNERS:-

1ST PRIZE RUPAL BISHT AD3 WITH 820 LIKES

2ND PRIZE SPRIHA MFM 2 WITH 744 LIKES



INDEPENDENCE DAY

We the people of India unite together to prove the 
world that “WE STAND STILL, WE STAND STRONGER 
TOGETHER”. We are not CONFINED of religion, caste, 
gender, sex or creed. “ WE BELIEVE IN SOVEREIGNTY”.
This painting depicts the people of India living 
together with brotherhood, freedom and peace. 
Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and also LGBTQA 
WE ALL ARE ONE, WE ALL ARE INDEPENDENT INDIANS.
#ATMANIRBHARINDIA#INDEPENDENCEDAY#FREEDOM
#LOVE#PEACE#EQUALITY#LIBERTY

SHIVANGI SINGH RANA TD5



The lights in millions of Indian households 
were turned off and candles lit as the clock 
struck nine on Sunday night in response to 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's call for a 
gesture of solidarity to mark the national 
fight against the coronavirus. irrespective 
of different religions and the diversity in 
people, we stood as one united country 
fighting against the virus. This is how we 
conveyed our message to the entire world 
that we are together in this fight and no 
power and break our trust and friendship 
with each other even though we belong to 
diverse religions.
WE ARE ONE, WE ARE FOREVER.

LAKSHITA TAKHTANI TD5



पुरी दुनीया मैं फलो य बात, हम भरततया एक साथ "
And what units the people more than the love for Art, 
Music & Dance.
So here's a representation of the unification of the basic 
essences from 6 different styles of the Indian folk dances 
in different skins.
-Bharatnatyam
-Kathak
-Kathakali
-Bhangra
-Manipuri
-Kuchipudi

SPRIHA DIDI MFM 2



"Puri Duniya main failao yah Baat , Ham Bhartiya Hain Ek sath "Unity in 
diversity is the strength of our country. I believe that no country stands united 
as we Indian are. I feel so proud that I am a part of such great country where 
people of all religion exists but with Unity.The main part of any country are its 
citizen(people) and if they are together no one can break the unity of the 
country , so that is the reason I choose religion to symbolise and share this 
Unity with not only earth , but the whole universe. This unity in diversity 
creates beauty and immense strength. The World must learn this from India, 
and that's the reason , I have made Galaxy and the whole planet earth in it , 
with symbols of different religion showing Unity.-

Nikhar Ratadiya AD5



एकता हमारी पेहचान , तभी तो भारत
महान!
The age old saying “Together we 
stand, divided we fall”, is one thing 
that will get us through this world 
pandemic. The COVID-19 crisis is one 
the most challenging calamity most of 
the world has faced in this lifetime. 
When we, as the citizens of our 
country, join hands, and stand in 
solidarity, no matter how steep the 
climb, we will conquer the summit. 
Taking inspiration from the colours in 
out national flag,  we need to show 
strength and courage (saffron), and 
keep growing and moving forward 
(green) pulling everybody along, and 
then nothing can stop us from finding 
peace (white).

RUPAL BISHT AD3



WINNERS OF THE COMPETITION

1ST PRIZE RUPAL BISHT AD3 WITH 820 LIKES



WINNERS OF THE COMPETITION

2ND PRIZE SPRIHA MFM 2 WITH 744 LIKES


